Regulating knee joint position by combining electrical stimulation with a controllable friction brake.
Hybrid FES gait restoration systems which combine stimulation with controllable mechanical damping elements at the joints show promise for providing good control of limb motion despite variations in muscle properties. In this paper we compared three controllers for position tracking of the free swinging shank in able-bodied subjects. The controllers were open-loop (OL), proportional-derivative closed-loop (PD), and bang-bang plus controlled-brake control (CB). Both OL and PD controllers contained a forward path element, which inverted a model of the electrically stimulated muscle and limb system. The CB control was achieved by maximally activating the appropriate muscle group and controlling the brake to be a "moving-wall" against which the limb pushed. The CB control resulted in superior tracking performance for a wide range of position tracking tasks and muscle fatigue states but required no calibration or knowledge of muscle properties. The disadvantages of CB control include excess mechanical power dissipation in the brake and impact forces applied to the skeletal system.